Mindfulness

Hope that you are all keeping well and safe and settling into a new way of learning at home.
The purpose of this newsletter is to offer some ideas and suggestions for activities linked to
looking after our mental health and wellbeing which is particularly vital in these challenging
circumstances. There is no expectation to complete these tasks, just there for you to use as you
wish.

Five Ways to Wellbeing
At school we promote the ‘Five Ways to Wellbeing’ approach which is all about how positive actions
can contribute to and boost feelings of wellbeing. Each of these actions or ways will have a beneficial
impact. Here is an explanation of each one. More ideas/activities will be added in the next newsletter.
I’d love to hear how you’re getting your ‘Five a day.’ You can email me or put your 5 a day on twitter or
Instagram.
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Thoughts in the sky




Waves



Focus on breathing as outlined above.
Imagine any distracting thoughts or feelings as clouds in the sky,
floating away gently.
Continue this for a few minutes.



Focus on breathing as outlined above.
Imagine any distracting thoughts or feelings as waves in the ocean, coming
and going, rolling in and leaving again.
Continue this for a few minutes.

Conversation Corner
Some questions to discuss in
your families:
 What makes you proud?
 What happens that you think
is wasteful?
 What is the best gift you
have ever been given?
 What do you like about
being you?
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